
    
 
                        “CAMPERS CHATTER” 

April Camp -  Oewerzicht, Greyton 
26 April to 1 May 2018 

 

Thank you to Sandy V for the camp report 
Campers 

Trevor and Sandy Biggs  Mike and Michelle Denner 

Gary and Barbara Amory  Gianni and Sally Carchesio 

Ginger and Ruth Seipp  Helen Constantanides 

Craig and Rina Wilson   Johnny and Sandy van Rooyen 

 

Guests 

David, Sonia and Tyler (Friday night only) 

 

Oewerzicht Campsite – what a fantastic new find for the Camping Club.  10 kms from Greyton, this 

campsite has lovely grassed sites on the Riviersonderend River which unfortunately was non-existent this 

weekend but in better water-times would be great for canoeing, fishing and generally cooling off.  The 

trees are still fairly young and not too many of them so in summer, gazebos would definitely be a must but 

we didn’t need much shade this weekend as the weather was gloriously sunny (except for a lovely 

downpour of rain Friday night which didn’t affect anyone because we were all tucked up in bed) but not 

too hot during the day.  We did however find a tree a couple of the afternoons to park under with drinks 

and snacks.  

The ablutions were neat and kept clean daily by Sheila who also manned the little on-site shop and assisted 

with clearing the bins during the weekend.   The hot water showers, which were run on gas, didn’t let us 

down the whole weekend and we all enjoyed hot showers throughout the weekend.  The men’s showers 



were rather quirky with reed walls and no roof – open to the sky and the 

elements.  Talk about a shower with a view – was definitely a hit with the 

guys.   

We had been allocated Sites 1,2,3,4 and 6.  Site 6 was a bit on its own so 

we managed to utilize the four sites which were together and quite 

spacious and despite the ground being a little undulating in parts, we all 

managed to find a flat spot and parked in a laager type fashion facing 

each other with a communal braai in the middle.  What was nice about 

these sites is that they were separate from the rest of the campers so it 

was like we had a campsite to ourselves. 

 

One very small downside was that there was no cell reception at the 

campsite although we did manage to find a clearing in the grass and a 

leaf where very faint reception could be picked up very periodically.   

 

During one of these brief periodic times on Friday, we received a message from Mike and Michelle that 

Mike’s bakkie (WHAT, not the Izuzu…..) was giving problems so they had to turn back to Melkbos.  Luckily 

Michelle’s Nissan Qashqai had a tow bar so they were going to offload the Isuzu and load up the Qashqai 

and make their way thru to Oewerzicht in her car.   

Except for Craig, Rina (whose leg is thankfully on the mend after a recent bike accident – time to take up 

bowls Rina) and Helen, the rest of us arrived on Friday – didn’t fancy “fighting” with the long weekend 

traffic Thursday after work. Gianni and Sally’s daughter, Sonia, and her husband, David and Baby Tyler 

decided to give camping a bash this weekend with the folks so Gianni and Sally proceeded to erect their 

full tent with an extension room – very impressive indeed.  After working up a sweat for a few hours, 

Gianni huffing and puffing said he was on about his 45th peg.   Unfortunately with the rain we had on the 

Friday night (the extension was pretty rain-proof) and Tyler waking up several times during the night, Sonia 

and David decided one night was enough for them and after lunch in town on Saturday with Gianni and 

Sally, they departed for home. 

 

As we were getting ready to make the trip to Greyton 

Saturday morning, there was a flurry of activity at Craig 

and Rina’s caravan.  On closer inspection, we found Gianni 

blow drying Helen’s hair with a very fancy hairdryer (you 

haven’t lost your touch Gianni).   The result was very 

impressive and Helen went to town sporting a very pretty 

wavy hairdo. 

 

Unfortunately the usual Saturday Market which had to be 

moved because the locals burnt down the market 

structures previously, was a bit 

disappointing plus the pub (which 

hosted the “Give that man a Bell’s” 

advert) at the Posthouse Hotel which 

Johnny had organized for some of the 

guys to meet for a couple of beers was 

closed due to fumigation.  Not to be 

deterred, the men found another pub 

down the main road and whilst they 

were enjoying their beer, some of the 

ladies went off “shopping” – more window-shopping because the prices … 

ooh la la!  Bumped into Gary and Barbs and they had managed to find a very nice pub which served craft 

beer and proceeded to do some beer tasting whilst they were there. 



Back at camp, it was a lazy spent afternoon with some opting for a snooze whilst others read their books.  

Soon enough it was time to get the fires going and bring out the sundowner drinks.  After a short speech by 

the Chairman followed by the usual fines from the Vice, all settled down to enjoy the evening of usual 

laughs and funny antics, finished off with some very yummy Malva Pudding and custard for dessert 

supplied by Oumie. 

 

Sunday woke to a beautiful sunny morning and no wind again – winter camping at its best!    Got cracking 

with the breakfasts and popped the champagne corks.  Another lazy day although Michelle, Sally, Barbs 

and myself went off for a 2.5 km walk up the road to have a look at the tented campsite as well as the 

wedding venue and tennis courts.  On our way we spotted a poor sheep out in the field trying to give birth 

– shame she looked very uncomfortable.  Unfortunately it was still trying to get its baby out when we were 

on our way back so hopefully it all ended well.  As we were coming up to the campsite, Barbs suddenly 

jumped sky high and yells snake.  None of us had seen it which I suppose is understandable as it was a very 

small snake but a snake nonetheless so we gave it a very wide berth.   

Unfortunately Gianni and Sally had to pack up Sunday afternoon as they both had work on Monday.  After 

wishing them farewell, Johnny also left for home shortly afterwards as he too was working on Monday but 

was coming back Monday afternoon again after work.  Managed to SMS Johnny from the clearing in the 

grass and the leaf to check that he arrived home safely which he did but I missed my hubby Sunday night 

despite everyone looking after me. 

Monday morning we were up early as Michelle, Barbs and I had arranged to walk into Greyton – a 10 km 

walk.  My hands and face were freezing at 8 am and I had contemplated suggesting to the ladies that we 

leave a little later in the morning when it was a bit warmer.  However, the day soon warmed up as we 

started to walk and by ¾ of the way, I was quite pleased that we had started out early in the coolness of 

the morning.  Thankfully Michelle had arranged for Mike to collect us in town with the car as I don’t think I 

would have been able to walk the 10 km back to camp again.  Gary went for a 33 km bike ride and came 

back saying that he had found a beautiful track along the mountains into Greyton.   Unfortunately their dog 

had ripped one of its toes which was quite bad so they decided to pack up Monday afternoon and also left 

for home. 

At about 5’ish the silver bakkie and Johnny arrived 

back at camp again and then there were four families 

(Craig, Rina and Helen had already left on Sunday 

because of work Monday – aarrgh!) left for the last 

evening.  Fires were once again lit and as it was a 

small group, we all sat together under Mike and 

Michelle’s tent and enjoyed our very delicious meals 

washed down with copious amounts of wine and beer.  

In fact, Johnny and Mike depleted their stocks 

completely by the end of the night.    

  



Tuesday was again a beautiful sunny windless day.  Mike and Michelle left early’ish as they wanted to meet 

their daughter, Des, for brunch in Stellies.  The rest of us had a leisurely breakfast and then eventually 

packed up even more leisurely before hitting the road.  Many routes were discussed prior to the 

homeward exodus –Sir Lowry’s Pass, or Villiersdorp via Franschoek, or Villiersdorp via N1 and through the 

Tunnel?  Considering all the messages when we got home, I think we chose the worst route.  Ginger and 

Ruth said that it took them 30 mins to get down Sir Lowry’s Pass and apparently thru Somerset West was 

easy.  The N2 was closed at Firgrove due to mass strike action but Ginger and Ruth managed to drop off 

their caravan in Stellenbosch and got home safely.  Trev and Sandy went Villiersdorp via Franschoek – 

again not a bad trip traffic-wise.  We however chose to go Villiersdorp, via the N1 where the traffic came to 

a complete standstill due to roadworks – aarrrgh!  Three lanes going into one with long weekend traffic 

was not too fun.  Luckily once we were past the roadworks, it wasn’t too bad through the Toll Gate but a 

trip that should usually take two hours took us three.  Oh well, we arrived home safely (eventually) and it 

was well worth putting up with the long weekend traffic (and roadworks) because the weekend at  

 

Oewerzicht was excellent!  Definitely need to put this campsite on the calendar for another time. 

 

Next camp is Fynbos, just outside Tulbagh – hope to see you there. 

 

FINES 

• Mike – His Isuzu didn’t make it to Greyton and they had to turn back.  Michelle’s Nissan Qashqai 

came to the rescue. 

• Gary – For not listening to directions to camp – maybe a GPS in your Jeep might be the answer. 

• Gary – For using 10 litres of fuel trying to do an 8 Point Turn into the Campsite. 

• Barbs – For not giving Gary the right directions in the first place.  # Gary for President. 

• Gianni – For having to put up a double storey apartment, only for the guests to leave Saturday.  

How many pegs did you use? 

• Sally – For her grandson waking everybody up at 5 am.  She said Tyler wouldn’t make any noise. 

• Ginger & Ruth – For sitting and having coffee in Greyton with a bunch of youngsters. 

• Helen – For having a hair dressing salon in the middle of camp – lovely hair! 

• Craig & Rina – Rina for abusing her disability and not helping to set up camp, but she can walk all 

around Greyton buying all sorts of “cocks”. 

• Sandy No. 2 for doing a fart whilst sleeping during the night. 

• Johnny – For farting on Sandy’s leg also while sleeping in the night.  

Gianni making Poached eggs in Clingwrap: 

   


